Pursue peace with concerned & active Christians from across the US and 24 Orthodox, Catholic & Protestant national churches & agencies

We want the U.S. Administration and Congress to:
- Facilitate a negotiated, just, and peaceful resolution to the Israel/Palestine conflict, and
- Promote the right of all peoples to live in peace and security, free of harassment, oppression, and violence.

Be informed, equipped and supported in raising your voice for U.S. policies and actions that work for justice and peace in the Holy Land. Faith leaders, issue analysts and policy experts will provide you important insights, resources and skills to prepare you to effectively press your concerns to elected officials and reach out locally to engage others.

We’re ready to welcome you and help you work for peace!


Your passion & voice are needed now!

Churches For Middle East Peace (CMEP) began its work in 1984 out of the conviction that the policy perspectives and long Middle East experience of our member bodies should be more widely known in the public policy arena. CMEP focuses on U.S. policy in the knowledge that sound policy is crucial to achieving and maintaining just and stable relationships throughout the Middle East. We maintain an on-going dialogue with Congress, the Administration and the diplomatic community to advance such concerns, assessments, and advocacy positions that promote peace through justice.

CMEP supports and equips individual and church members to advocate in a knowledgeable, timely and effective way about their concerns of justice and peace for all people and countries in the region. For more information on CMEP visit www.cmep.org or contact us at 110 Maryland Avenue NE, Washington DC 20002, 202-543-1222.